
Postage Meters/Mailing Systems

§ BlueCrest (formerly Pitney Bowes
Document Messaging Technologies)

CATEGORY: Postage Meters / Mailing and Shipping Systems

PRODUCT: Vantage™ Sorting Solution

COMPANY: BlueCrest, 37 Executive Drive, Danbury, CT 06910. Tele:
(877) 406-7704. Web: www.bluecrestinc.com

DESCRIPTION: The Vantage Sorting Solution is BlueCrest's state-of-
the-art, high-powered multi-application system with industry-leading
throughput and efficiencies for both outbound and inbound mail. The
Vantage offers exciting capabilities such as high-speed inline weighing
of both letters and flats as well as high-speed in-line metering. The in-line
metering function eliminates the need for manual metering or separating
mail, enabling operators to process mail automatically. The Vantage
boasts an overall throughput speed of 45,000 pieces per hour. It can han-
dle letters, flats and postcards up to .25” thick. The Vantage comes
equipped with Flexline Stackers in two-tier, three-tier or four-tier config-
urations and is equipped with enhanced features such as double-detec-
tion, in-line printing and first-class OCR. The Vantage is powered by
Business Logic Processing (BLP) software that facilitates communica-
tion, exchange and seamlessly interfaces with virtually any backend sys-
tem based on client’s business rules and operational processing needs.

CONTACT: For more information call 877-406-7704 or visit BlueCrest
at www.bluecrestinc.com.

§ Engineering Innovation Inc.
CATEGORIES: Postage Meters/Mailing Systems

PRODUCTS: EZ-WorkDesk; The Champ / Super Champ; EZ-Letters

COMPANY: Engineering Innovation Inc. (Eii), 3601 Sagamore Park-
way N, Suite Eii, Lafayette, IN 47904 Contact: sales@eii-online.com,
Phone: 800-350-6450

EZ-WORKDESK SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The EZ-WorkDesk is
geared for automated parcel processing – featuring IMpb (Intelligent
Mail Package Barcode) compliance, an OCR, and laser dimensioning.
This versatile mailroom application is the most cost effective solution for
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rapid induction into the USPS package shipping network. Features in-
clude: OCR technology enables rapid Intelligent Mail Package Barcode
(IMpb) production for new USPS specifications; Configurable Wide
Area Bar Code Reader captures up to five separate barcodes on a single
package; Dimensioning feature captures length, width, and height for
USPS Cubic packages and other Dimensioning requirements. Leverag-
ing its industry leading technology for “reading” mail piece information,
the EZ-WorkDesk Parcel Processor features best of class capability for
collecting package information. Data from the four key package charac-
teristics – address, dimensions, barcode intelligence, and weight – are
pulled off the package simultaneously. The Software immediately inter-
prets package data set for labeling, routing, postal documentation, and
customer billing.

EZ-WORKDESK FEATURES: The EZ-WorkDesk Rapid Parcel Pro-
cessor enables USPS package processing for several key “single-piece”
classes: Priority Mail, Cubic, First Class Packages, Bound Printed Matter
Parcels, Parcel Select, Media Mail, and Library Mail. Presort manifesting
upgrade capabilities include: Parcel Select Lightweight, Marketing Par-
cels, Bound Printed Mater Parcels, and First Class, Standard, & BPM
Flats.

THE CHAMP & SUPER CHAMP SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS:
Building on nearly 30 years of direct mailroom experience, The Champ
Mail Processor empowers mailers to maximize postage savings on the
variety of parcels common to mail processing centers, including ALL
types of USPS Priority Mail. The manifest mailing system utilizes differ-
ential weighing to enable rapid handling of multiple types of
mixed-weight mail simultaneously.

THE CHAMP & SUPER CHAMP SYSTEM FEATURES: The tab-
letop mail manifesting system is IMpb-compliant across the range of
USPS Commercial Parcels, handling not only all types of Priority Mail
but also First Class Packages, Bound Printed Matter, Parcel Select, Parcel
Select Lightweight and Media/ Library Mail. The Super Champ upgrade
enables quick address validation with IMpb compliance by harnessing
the power of the ergonomically friendly mobile OCR ring scanner that
scans the address on the mail piece for USPS delivery point validation.

EZ-LETTERS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Eliminate your postage
meter – Apply postage, barcode, capture automation discounts, and sort
in one pass with the EZ-Letters Sorting Solution from Engineering Inno-
vation Inc. In keeping with its mission to offer the mailing industry af-
fordable solutions that maximize postage savings, Engineering Innova-
tion, Inc. introduced the EZ-Letters solution in 2010. With a throughput
of up to 18,000 letters per hour, the multi-functional EZ-Letters Sorting
Solution has all the capabilities of larger letter sorters at a fraction of the
cost and size. With very low cost of entry and the smallest footprint of any
letter sorter on the market, the EZ-Letters solution is designed to deliver
immediate efficiencies to small and large mailrooms alike. Able to handle

BlueCrest Vantage Sorting Solution

Engineering Innovation's Super Champ
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metered mail, permit mail, and manifest mail, this versatile solution fea-
tures an OCR that can read letters for Automation discounts, while pro-
viding mailers the option to go for MADC through 5D discounts selec-
tively. Processing First Class and Standard mail, EZ-Letters capabilities
encompass a broad range of typical business needs, including
transactional, office, and promotional mail. In addition, EZ-Letters offers
solutions for Incoming Mail, International Mail, Vote by Mail, and can
even processes Reject Mail from other sorting equipment with its
best-of-class imaging/recognition capabilities.

EZ-LETTERS FEATURES: Key EZ-Letters features include the op-
tional Weigh on the Fly Scale and HP cartridge-based high-speed printer
for printing postal barcodes, indicia, addresses, and sorting codes. Cou-
pled with its manifesting capability, mailers can dramatically lower labor,
equipment, and ink costs while combining posting/processing into a sin-
gle-step routine. Before postage savings, EII estimates this process will
bring as much as a 5-cent reduction in per piece mailing costs. EZ-Letters
is available with Parascript™ OCR which enables reading handwritten
pieces and the optional RAF Platinum™ OCR for best in class perfor-
mance. EZ-Letters is also outfitted with a Wide Area Bar Code Reader
which reads up to five distinct barcodes on the mail piece for such appli-
cations as tracking, proof of processing and populating the Intelligent
Mail Barcode. A UMOVE™ upgrade is also provided for mailers who
need to be in compliance for Move Update. The EZ-Letters processing
platform is highly scalable. The “out-of-the-box” unit, at a mere 3x5 feet,
can fit though most doors and into any room. Single-sided stackers allow
the machine to be set up against a wall to fit into the tightest mail room.

See Engineering Innovation's listings in the Barcoding/Sorting Systems,
Parcel Mailing/Sorting Systems, and Certified Mailing Systems sections.

CONTACT: For more information call 1-800-350-6450 or email
sales@eii-online.com.
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§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Postage Meters / Mailing Systems

PRODUCT: Neopost Intelligent Series Mailing Systems

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06461. Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

IS-280: The IS-280 iMeter postage meter is the simple, powerful choice
for small business and home office mailings. With a full line of standard

features and innovative
Apps, the IS-280 iMeter
streamlines the way users
handle mail by combining
efficiency with cost sav-
ings. A large integrated
scale accommodates post-
cards,envelopes, and
small packages with ease.
The ergonomic layout and
design of the scale pro-
vides a clear view of the

display panel regardless of what materials are placed on it. The 280’s
Rate Wizard simplifies the process of selecting the correct postal rate and
class for items. With clear step-by-step instructions, the selection process
has never been easier. Shortcut keys save time and eliminate key-
strokes.Users can also choose the most commonly used postal rates, as
well as customize and save the settings of your most frequent jobs. Refill-
ing postage funds, downloading the latest USPS rates or system features

can be done via iMeter PC Link, high speed internet (LAN), or optional
analog modem.

IS-280 FEATURES: Processing Speed: up to 18 LPM; Envelope mini-
mum: 3.5” x 5” maximum: 12”x15”; maximum thickness: 5/16”; 2 lb.
standard integrated scale: optional 5 lb. scale; Imprint Customization: 8
standard, 2 open advertising slogans; 4 digit PIN code authorization;
1account standard up to 10 accounts (optional); Method for postage refill-
ing: internet (standard), iMeter PC Link (standard), analog modem (op-
tional). iMeter Apps: Postal Rates App, Online Postal Expense Manager
App – Small Business Edition, Commercial Rates App, E-Services App,
E-Services with Electronic Return Receipt App, NeoFunds App,
NeoShip App, and Remote Diagnostics App. For more detail on individ-
ual Apps, please refer to the iMeter and Apps section.

IS-330: Easy to operate and convenient to use, Neopost’s highly capa-
ble IS-330 is designed to integrate smoothly into mal managers’ office
environment and process mail efficiently. The IS-330 uses a long-life
ink cartridge and prints a crisp and clear IBILite indicia barcode, opti-
mizing ink yield and minimizing replenishment. The IS-330’s
space-saving, built-in integrated weighing platform automatically cal-
culates the exact rate for your mail pieces from single envelopes to
larger packages, giving users the flexibility they need to weigh and
manage their mail with ease.

IS-330 FEATURES: Processing Speed: Up to 35 LPM. Job Imprint
Memories: 9; Imprint Customization — 8 standard, 2 open advertising
slogans, 10 custom personalized text messages, automatically printed
postal class. Account Re-
porting and Control: 10
departments. For maxi-
mum system perfor-
mance, the iMeter can be
connected via Smart Con-
nect high-speed LAN con-
nection. Available Apps
include: Commercial
Rates App, Online Postal
Expense Manager App,
E-services with Electronic Return Receipt App, Remote Diagnostics
App, NeoFunds App, Postal Rates App, NeoShip App, and Low Ink
Alerts App. For more detail on individual Apps, please refer to the iMeter
and Apps section.

IN-360: The IN-360 is a desktop mailing system that makes weighing,
rating, posting and tracking mail easy. The IN-360 accurately weighs
mixed mail and calculates the postage fast with the innovative differential
weighing feature. Smart Start technology starts the power feeder each
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